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Abstract
In this paper, we present the design, fabrication and testing of novel micromachined
silicon-based acoustic delay lines. The acoustic properties of different silicon delay-line
structures have been characterized. Based on the experiment results, two different acoustic
delay line systems (parallel and serial) have been successfully demonstrated to create
controlled time delays in multiple channels of ultrasound signals. The time-delayed ultrasound
signals are received with a single-element ultrasound transducer in a time-serial manner. This
unique capability could be used to merge multiple signal channels, thereby enabling new
ultrasound receiver designs with potentially less complexity and lower cost.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Ultrasound transducer arrays have been widely used in
ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging [1]. In either case, the
transducer array receives the incoming ultrasound waves from
the source point(s), and the received signals are processed
by the data acquisition (DAQ) electronics simultaneously
(figure 1). To achieve a high imaging resolution and speed,
large high-frequency transducer arrays and complex DAQ
electronics are needed [2, 3]. As a result, the entire ultrasound
imaging system could become costly.

To address this issue, a new ultrasound receiving system
design using acoustic time delay was demonstrated [4]. As
shown in figure 2(a), a series of acoustic delay line detectors
are used to replace the transducer elements. Each delay
line receives the acoustic wave (figure 2(b)) and introduces
proper delay time for the signal to reach the other end
(figure 2(c)), where a single transducer is connected to
serially receive the time-delayed signals (figure 2(d)). The
delay line system converts multi-channel parallel signals into
single-channel serial signals and therefore requires fewer
transducer elements and DAQ channels. This could be a more-
economical new approach for ultrasound receiving system
design.

Previously, liquid mercury delay lines [5] and solid delay
lines based on quartz rods [6], metal wires [7] and optical fibers

[8] were used in a number of applications [9]. The acoustic
propagation in these delay lines was also studied [10–12].
Among them, optical-fiber delay lines are most desirable due
to their low acoustic loss, small dimensions and abundance
of materials. However, because of the high acoustic velocity
of quartz (e.g. ∼6000 m s−1), the length of the optical-
fiber delay lines needs to be very large to provide sufficient
delay time [4]. The plastic jacket layer would cause extra
attenuation and distortion of the acoustic signals. In addition,
the manual assembly and alignment of the optical fibers is
very tedious and inaccurate. To address these issues, we
report the development of new micromachined silicon acoustic
delay lines, which capitalize upon the extremely low acoustic
loss of single-crystalline silicon and the micro-scale precision
of the micromachining process. Compared with the optical-
fiber delay lines, the micromachined silicon delay lines offer
higher transmission efficiency, more-compact and functional
structures, easier assembly and mass production. By using the
silicon delay lines, two acoustic delay-line systems (parallel
and serial) have been successfully demonstrated to create
controlled time delays in multiple channels of ultrasound
signals, which allows their reception with a single-element
transducer.
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Figure 1. Ultrasound transducer array system: (a) transducer array
setup; and (b) signals received by each transducer. The arrival time
is determined by the travel distance and acoustic velocity in the
medium.

2. Design of silicon acoustic delay line

Silicon is considered as the delay-line material for three
reasons. First, it has extremely low attenuation in the MHz
range (∼10−4 dB mm–1 MHz–2 @ 10 MHz) [13]. The
dispersion of ultrasound wave propagation can be minimized
with proper design [14]. Second, it is a mechanically
strong material with excellent thermal stability. Third, it
is compatible with well-developed microfabrication and
micromachining technologies. Multiple delay-line structures

can be simultaneously fabricated with high precision in a
compact space without a tedious assembly process.

The dimension of the delay lines affects the transmission
of the acoustic signal. To operate only in the lowest
longitudinal mode, the dimension of a rectangular-shaped
delay line should satisfy (df/V0) � 1, where d is the width
or thickness of the delay line (whichever is smaller), f is
the frequency of the signal, and V0 is the acoustic velocity of
the delay-line material [14]. For example, suppose the acoustic
velocity in silicon is around 8430 m s−1 [15], the dimension
for the single-mode delay line should be much smaller than
3.7 mm for a 2.25 MHz center frequency wave transmission.
In this work, all the fabricated delay-line structures have a
width of 500 μm and a thickness of 250 μm.

In the delay-line system, each channel has a designated
delay time, which is controlled by the traveling length of the
signal. Two different layouts, parallel and serial, can be applied
for silicon delay lines. In the parallel design, each channel
carries one signal with a specific propagation path and delay.
All the channels connect to the same transducer in a parallel
fashion. A signal from each channel arrives at the transducer at
a different time (figure 3). Since the acoustic velocity of silicon
is high, the delay lines need to be long to achieve sufficient
delay time in each channel. To satisfy the length requirement
and remain compact in size, each channel is made of multiple
U-turns of different radius wound together. In the serial design,
all channels merge into the main channel at different locations
with Y-shaped junctions. The delay time is controlled by the
traveling length in the main channel (figure 4).

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 2. Delay line receiving system: (a) delay lines with single receiving transducer; (b) ultrasound signals before entering the delay lines;
(c) ultrasound signals with proper delay time; and (d) ultrasound signals received by the single transducer.
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Figure 3. Schematic of parallel delay lines.

Figure 4. Schematic of serial delay lines.

3. Materials and methods

To ensure a good design of the silicon-based delay lines,
the acoustic properties of silicon, such as the velocity and
attenuation, were first characterized. In the second step, the
wave propagation in the three fundamental building-block
structures (straight line, U-turn, and Y-junction) in the parallel
and serial delay lines were simulated and experimentally
tested.

3.1. Delay line structure fabrication

The delay line structures were fabricated using 250 μm
thick 4-inch {1 0 0} single-crystalline silicon wafers. The
silicon wafer was first coated with a 300 nm thick aluminum
layer using e-beam evaporation. The aluminum layer was
patterned using photolithography, which served as a mask for
silicon etching. The etching of the delay line structures was
conducted using a cryogenic deep reactive ion etching (RIE)
process on a Plasmalab R©100 RIE system (Oxford Instruments,
Oxfordshire, UK). The cryogenic etching process can provide

Figure 5. Schematic of the photoacoustic excitation setup.

a high etch rate and vertical sidewall profile [16]. The silicon
wafer was first glued onto an aluminum-coated dummy wafer
with Fomblin oil (Fomblin 06/6, Solvay Plastics, Brussels,
Belgium). The whole sample was later clamped on the chuck,
cooled down to −120◦ C using liquid nitrogen with a liquid
helium backing between the dummy wafer and the chuck.
The RIE etching was conducted for 60 min to completely
etch through the silicon wafer. After etching, the delay line
structures were carefully detached from the etched silicon
wafer.

3.2. Characterization setup

As shown in figure 5, the silicon samples are supported
by acrylic plates with small holding structures to minimize
signal leakage. The acrylic plates together with the sample
and a longitudinal wave transducer are fixed on a three-
axis translation stage. The acoustic wave signal is directly
generated in the silicon through the photoacoustic effect [17].
The photoacoustic effect is the generation of an acoustic
wave by pulsed light excitation. The material absorbs light
energy and heats up, and the sudden thermal expansion creates
pressure waves that radiate away from the excitation spot.
The pressure wave involves a surface acoustic wave, and
longitudinal and shear waves that propagate within the silicon
delay line [18]. Using a photoacoustic setup, the acoustic wave
can be generated at any points on the sample by changing
the location of the laser focal point. The small laser focal
spot is particularly suitable for acoustic wave excitation in
sub-millimeter structures. Nanosecond laser pulses with a
1064 nm wavelength are delivered onto the sample from a
Nd: YAG laser (Quanta-Ray Pro-200, Newport Corporation,
Irvine, CA, USA) with a 10 Hz repetition rate and 10 ns
pulse width. A shutter controlled by the trigger in the laser
system is used to allow single-pulse excitation. The laser
is attenuated by a half-wavelength wave plate, a dielectric
polarizer and two filters, and is focused by an objective lens
to form a beam spot of 10 μm in diameter. The focused
pulse energy is 280 J mm−2 with 10% variance. The silicon
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6. Straight silicon delay-line measurement. (a) sample; (b) measurement setup: receive signal from focus points along the straight
delay line. L: traveling length (distance from the focal point to the transducer). R: receiving transducer; (c) plot of the arrival time versus
traveling length. The average velocity in straight silicon delay line is ∼8454 m s−1. Inset: representative signal shape from L: 28.2 mm;
(d) simulation results of signal peak–peak amplitude versus traveling length. Inset: representative signal shape from L: 30 mm; and
(e) experimental results of signal peak–peak amplitude versus traveling length. Inset: representative signal shape from L: 28.2 mm.

sample absorbs light energy and induces a pressure wave in
all directions. The pressurewave propagates along the silicon
delay-line structure and only the longitudinal component of the
wave is detected by an ultrasound transducer with a 2.25 MHz
center frequency (V105, Olympus NDT, Waltham, MA, USA).
The ends of the silicon are polished to create flat contact
surfaces and mineral oil is applied at the silicon–transducer
interface to improve contact and coupling efficiency. The
received signal is amplified by the pulser–receiver unit
(5072-PR, Olympus NDT, Waltham, MA, USA) with a 1 MHz
high-pass filter and 10 MHz low-pass filter. The acoustic signal
and the laser trigger signal are displayed on an oscilloscope.
The data are collected three times and averaged for each
measurement.

3.3. Simulation setup

The acoustic wave propagation inside the silicon delay line was
investigated using ultrasound simulation software (Wave2000
Plus, Cyberlogic, New York, NY, USA). In the two-dimension
simulation model, the silicon delay line sample is placed inside
an air cavity with infinite boundary conditions. A 10 μm
diameter point source is placed inside the delay line to simulate
the wave generated from the laser spot. A receiving transducer

unit is set on the other end of the delay line to follow the
experimental settings.

4. Simulation and experiment results

4.1. Acoustic properties: attenuation and velocity

A 7 cm long straight silicon delay line etched along the 〈1 1 0〉
crystal direction was used to measure the acoustic attenuation
and velocity (figure 6(a)). Laser light was focused on the
delay line at a particular distance away from the transducer
(figure 6(b)). The generated acoustic wave propagated in two
directions. The wave traveling toward the transducer was
received first, and the wave traveling away from the transducer
was reflected on the other end and reached the transducer at
a later time. To avoid the reflected signal mixing with the
first signal, the measuring locations were kept away from both
ends of the delay line. Signals from eight different points
with ∼5 mm intervals were measured along the delay line.
The received signals were used to determine the acoustic
velocity and attenuation. The velocity can be calculated based
on the ratio of the traveling length and arrival time. The
averaged velocity for a straight delay line is determined to be
∼8454 m s−1 (figure 6(c)). The attenuation can be determined
by measuring the peak-to-peak amplitude change of the signal.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. U-turn structure measurement. (a) sample; (b)
measurement setup: receive signals from different focus points, A:
without bending, B: with bending; (c) simulation results of radius
versus amplitude ratio. Inset: representative signal shape from turns
with 6 mm radius; and (d) experimental result of radius versus
amplitude ratio. Inset: representative signal shape from turns with
6 mm radius.

From the simulation (figure 6(d)) and experimental results
(figure 6(e)), there is no significant change in amplitude as
the traveling length increases. The small variation in the
experiment results was due to the tolerance of laser power
and the difference in surface conditions at the focus location.
These results imply that at 2.25 MHz, the acoustic attenuation
is extremely low and can be negligible.

(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

Figure 8. Y-junction structure measurement. (a) samples; (b)
measurement setup: receiving signals from different focal points, A:
without passing a junction, B: passing a junction through branch
with an angle, C: passing junction through straight line; (c)
simulation results of angle versus amplitude ratio. Inset:
representative signal shapes from a junction with 15◦; and (d)
experimental results of angle versus amplitude ratio. Inset:
representative signal shapes from a junction with 15◦.

4.2. Propagation in U-turn structures with different bending
radii of curvature

As shown in figure 7(a), U-turn structures with six different
bending radii of curvature were attached to the receiving
transducer. Each U-turn structure consists of two straight
portions (with lengths of 3 and 1 cm) connected by a 180◦

round portion. The laser focal spot was positioned on the two
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Figure 9. Pulse shape and spectrum of different structures.

junction points (i.e. points A and B in figure 7(b)) between
the straight portion and the bending portion, respectively.
The first-arrival signal from point A only travels in the 3 cm
long straight portion before reaching the transducer. The first-
arrival signal from point B travels in both the curved and
straight portion. Since the attenuation of silicon is very low
at 2.25 MHz, any difference between these two signals is
mainly due to the bending portion. Therefore, the insertion
loss of the bending portion can be estimated by comparing the
peak-to-peak amplitude of these two signals. As shown in the
simulation (figure 7(c)) and experimental results (figure 7(d)),
the amplitude ratio decreases as the bending radius decreases.
The reduction is due to the mode conversion and direct
reflection of the wave. As the longitudinal wave hits the wall
of the delay line at an angle, the wave is reflected. Part of
the reflected wave will remain in longitudinal mode and part
of the wave will go through mode conversion and become a
transverse mode, which cannot be effectively detected by the
longitudinal-mode transducer. In addition, when the bending
radius is small, some of the waves will be reflected back
and never reach the transducer. It was observed that the
experimental results were smaller than the simulation results.
This can be explained by the imperfectness of the sidewall
reflection surface. While the simulation assumes a smooth
surface with specular reflection at the delay-line sidewall, the
delay line in the experiment goes through diffuse reflection
from the etched rough sidewall surface. Therefore, the acoustic
wave is less likely to pass the bend and reach the receiving
transducer on the other end. It is also noticed that the signal
wave form is similar to the signal from a straight delay line
and no signal distortion is observed. However, after receiving
the first peak and the reflected peak from the other end, the
signal becomes more distorted as the radius decreases.

4.3. Propagation in Y-junction structures with different
interception angles

Six Y-junction structures with cross angles ranging from 5◦

to 30◦ (with a 5◦ increment; figure 8(a)) were tested. Each

Figure 10. Four-channel serial delay lines assembled on an acrylic
holder.

structure has a 4 cm long straight line with a 3 cm long
branch. The intersection point is located 1 cm away from the
transducer (figure 8(b)). The laser focal spot was positioned
at three points, one at a time, to determine the insertion loss
at the junction. The signal generated from point A does not
go through the junction and is used as the reference signal.
The signal from point B comes from the branch and enters the
straight line through the junction. The signal from point C is
from the straight line and passes the junction. By comparing
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signals from the three points,
the insertion loss of the straight and branch parts at the junction
can be estimated. As shown in the simulation (figure 8(c)) and
experimental results (figure 8(d)), at a small cross angle, the
insertion loss is not significantly affected by the change of the
angle. Signals coming from the straight part or the branch
are not very different. The average insertion loss of the
Y-junction is around 20%, which is due to the wave leakage
and reflection into the other branch.

4.4. Comparison of signal shape from different structures

The typical acoustic pulse shape and spectrum of the first
received signal are compared to investigate the structural effect
on the wave form in each structure (figure 9). All signals appear
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Four-channel parallel delay lines. (a) fabricated; and
(b) assembled on an acrylic holder.

to have similar pulse shapes, and the pulse duration remains
within 1 μs. The power spectrum shows that most signals are
below 5 MHz, which matches well with the frequency response
of the transducer.

Our experimental results show that the difference in
structure of the delay line does not cause significant signal
distortion, but only changes in amplitude. By carefully
designing the length and structure, the acoustic signal can have
a designated time delay with a distinguishable pulse shape. As
a result, the straight, U-turn and Y-junction structures can be
applied in the design for serial and parallel delay lines.

5. Multi-channel serial and parallel delay lines

A 4-channel serial delay line and a four-channel parallel
delay line were designed, fabricated and tested. The serial
delay line has four inputs and one output, which consists
of straight lines, U-turns with a 4 mm radius, and 30◦

Y-junctions (figure 10). The parallel delay line has four inputs
and four outputs. Each channel consists of a multiple-turn
spiral structure with a minimal radius of 2.5 mm (figure 11).
The serial and parallel delay lines were tested using a two-port
ultrasound measurement setup (figure 12). The delay lines
were fixed on an acrylic holder with its inputs and outputs
polished. A pulser-receiver unit was used to generate a driving
voltage pulse for a 2.25 MHz transmitting transducer (V106,
Olympus NDT, Waltham, MA, USA). The four delay-line
inputs received the ultrasound pulse at the same time from
the transmitting transducer. The four pulses traveled different
lengths in the delay line and arrived at the outputs at different
times. The receiving transducer captured the signals from
the outputs, which were amplified by pulser-receiver unit.
The signals were averaged 128 times and displayed on the
oscilloscope.

Figure 13 shows the received signals from the serial and
the parallel delay lines. Both delay line structures successfully
achieved four time-delayed signals with approximately 7 μs
interval between adjacent channels. It is observed that the
signal amplitude in both designs decreases from channel 1 to
channel 4. Since the attenuation in silicon is negligible, the
loss is due to the delay-line structure. In the serial delay-line
structure, the loss is from both the U-turns and Y-junctions,
hile in the parallel delay-line structure, the loss is from

Figure 12. Two-port through transmission setup.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Time-delayed signals from. (a) Four-channel serial delay
lines; and (b) four-channel parallel delay lines.

the curve structures. Because the signal in longer channel
goes though more U-turns and Y-junctions, it has a higher
total insertion loss resulting in a smaller signal. Despite the
loss, signals from the delay-line structures remain clear and
distinctive.
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6. Conclusion

In this work, we have successfully demonstrated
micromachined silicon acoustic delay lines. The acoustic
velocity, attenuation and propagation through bending and
junction structures have been simulated and characterized.
True acoustic time delay has been demonstrated using
four-channel serial and parallel delay lines. Our experimental
results show that with proper design and construction of
the delay-line structure, acoustic signals can be transmitted
with minimal attenuation and distortion. With the addition of
acoustic time delay, it is possible to receive multiple acoustic
signals using one single-element transducer, followed by a
single-channel of data acquisition electronics. We expect
that the micromachined silicon delay lines can be applied
to simplify the ultrasound receiver system architecture and
reduce its costs, thereby helping to widen the applications
of ultrasound imaging by enabling new modalities. To better
enhance the imaging capability, a matching layer will be
attached at the silicon delay-line ends to improve the coupling
efficiency of the signal. The delay-line dimensions and
the transducer frequency used will also be optimized for
the directivity effect. Our future work will investigate the
high-frequency transmission and switching of the silicon
delay lines to achieve highly functional and integrated
reconfigurable delay-line systems.
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